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MIXED USE ACTIVITIES OF MASON SQUARE
lJlHlAN VILLAGE:
HISTORICAL ROOTS,CURRENT DILEMMAS,
ANI} POLICY PROPOSALS
J.I PURPOSE OF ItlE PROPOSAl.:
RESTORING COMMUNITY I.IFE TO !tIE
llHRAN VILLAGE
The Mason Square Development Corporation
(MSDC), a non-profit group supported by federal
block grants has sponsored significant improvements
ill the economic and social welfare of State Street-the
commercial spine of Mason Square. In the past,
MSDC has promoted single projects along Slate
Street, but is now seeking a more integrated approach
to economic development. Seeing economic vitality
as integral to community development, the purpose of
this work is twofold. First, we examine Mason
Square's rieh heritage as a neighborhood system of
mixed land uses, taking particular note of the current
effons to try 10 attract investors, visitors, and shoppers
into the Center of Mason Square. Second, this is a
proposal 10 help MSDC develop a vision of Mason
Square as a cohesive network of policy decisions.
investment opportunities, and design strategies that
wi II restore and sustain Mason Square Urban Village
into the twenty-first century.
1,2 TilE lJRUAN CONTEXT
Springfield is a city of neighborhoods. At the heart of
the community is Mason Square, an urban village that
supports five neighborhoods: McKnight, Bay, Upper
Hill, Old Hill, and part of Six Corners (figure 1). The
core of Mason Square is located about a mile and a
hall" from downtown. A large and culturally diverse
community integral to the soci ••1 vitality and economic
)
vigor of Springfield. Mason Square sustains about
twenty-five thousand people who live, work, play,
study, and shop within the community. Focused on
the people of the five neighborhoods, the UMass
Urban Design Team gathered information on, analyzed
and made proposals for four physical spatial structures
that link the urban landscape of Mason Square:
• The Network of Open Spaces connected by vital
neighborhood streets.
• The Abandoned Railroad Corridor as a potential
pedestrian path and bike way.
• State Street Spine as a linear commercial district
supported by mixed land uses.
The Center of Mason Square, as the spiritual,
physical, and economic core of the community.
In addition to the neighborhoods, three colleges are
contained within Mason Square. Springfield College
anchors the southern border along Lake Massasoir,
American International College (AIC) sits near the
Center of Mason Square, and Springfield Technical
Community College spreads along the eastern edge of
the community. There are inadequate economic and
social connections between the neighborhoods and the
colleges that must be addressed at a moral and policy
level. At a physical level the four spatial structures
defined above articulate the urban spaces that link the
community and the colleges.
J.3 SHELTER, ECONOMIC SUPPORT. <;oons
AND SERYICES
The fundamental activities in an urban environment
are living or dwelling, working, shopping, visiting,
learning, and teaching. The human goals of the
community are to sustain human activities through
spatial structures that provide shelter, economic
support, merchandise and service, recreation,
education, and profit. Mason Square has a history rich
)
in human acnvuies that serve the needs of the
community. For instance, in the 1920s the Indian
Motorcycle Company supported three thousand
families, most of which Iived in large single-family
detached houses within the five neighborhoods of
Mason Square. Four grocery stores provided goods
fur the community. Lake Massasoit and Blunt Park
served as a major recreation resource for the residents.
People invested their livelihood in economic
enterprises that were sustained by thousands of
residents who lived in Milson Square. In 192 I, the
Center was invigorated by fony businesses, shops, and
offices that supported the people who lived in the
surrounding neighborhoods. A booklet published by
the Highland Cooperative Bank in 1921 (Figure 6)
called the Highland Community (today Mason Square)
"a city within a city," recognizing the diverse and
sustainable mixture of human activity within this
community.
Early photographs also reveal an urban spatial
structure that expresses the fulfillment of community
need for shelter, economic support, merchandise,
service, and profit (Figure 6). This spatial structure
defines activities present when the pedestrian mode
dominated State Street and was still true even after the
arrival of the automobile up to the 1950s. We can
learn a great deal from this environment: it is a model
geared 10 serving the pedestrian. Shops and offices
were located directly along the street, packed in tightly
against one another for ease of shopping and giving
shelter from the elements. Street trees growing in this
dense urban environment provided shade for shoppers.
Large groves of trees also existed immediately off
State Street contributing to the quality of the
neighborhood.
A Ithough today we have to deal with the impact of
automobiles 011 State Street, every driver is also a
2
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Figure 2
OPEN SPACE SYSTEM
NEIGHBORHOOD STREETS & PARKS
Large open spaces-Blunt Park and
Lake Massasoit-are on the edges of the
community and are underutilized. Access into
tile forests of Blunt Park for a picnic is
fonnidable. The Lake is 'defended' from the
community by Springfield College. The only
common place to engage the lake is Harriet
Tubman Park, and even then, there is no
opportunity 10 sail a boat or jump into the
water off a high board.
The open space system in Mason Square
is made up of a variety of neighborhood parks
connected by vital neighborhood streets for
walking and driving and serving the diverse
culture of Mason Square. But these
playgrounds and parks lack the care needed to
sustain their value as vital places for rest and
play. DeBerry Park is slated to be improved,
however, the residents generally feel that the
City is unable to care for the Parks in Mason
Square. There is also a lack of variety in the
facilities that serve residents of the
ccmmunity=-only basketball courts dominate
neighborhood parks.
The neighborhood streets are secured by
good sidewalks and trees, however, some
streets have very few or no trees; For
example, Walnut St. is a treeless street with a
wide roadway and sidewalks.
We propose thai such streets should be
narrowed to achieve greater pedestrian
comfort, making room for clusters of
great street trees that sheller homes and
pedestrians through the neighborhood.
Duian b,: Carllon lIarl, John Ha••, Drlh Pau".. J
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Figure 3
OLD RAILROAD
CORRIDOR
A NEW PEDESTRIAN WAY
We propos,e that this transportation relic be
rec,ycled Into a pathway that engages
r~s~dents. workers. students. teachers and
VISItors as they walk. bike. skate. and ski
through the center of the community from
Lake Massasoit into the core. and beyond to
dOwntown and the Connecticut River as it
passes gathering spaces. cemeteries and
neighborhoods along the way, .
Design b)'; Kim
SlAcbsc
Erslnl Chris HUDlresS, Rainer
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)Figure 4
STATE STREET MIXED USE
SPINE
State Street is a linear mixed use district
with efficient sidewalks that supports a
limited number of pedestrians. and a wide
roadway that suppons a large volume of
drivers who work. visit. and shop in Mason
Square. Recent roadway improvements.
support drivers moving through the
community. but they do not encourage
drivers to stop in the community to buy
goods and services. Furthermore.
pedestrian comfort-sustairied by sheltering
street trees. trellises and gathering spaces-
was largely ignored in the roadway design
efforts.
We propose that new zoning policy
establish an environment amenable to
pedestrians. For example. the new
buildings on the KFC Block. when
built, should be sired along State
Street with parking behind, thereby
giving pedestrians the opportunity to
window-shop. Wide sidewalks that
gently curve to make room for small
gathering spaces secured by genlle
earth mounds. vine-covered trellises,
and sheliering clusters of great trees.
III
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)pedestrian when s/he leaves their car. It is the
pedestrian environment that needs to be restored to
Mason Square. The Center needs a comfortable.
sheltered, accessible environment to welcome the
everyday activities of the residents. visitors, and
students.
A variety of activities continues within Mason Square.
One can still visit the Center and purchase ordinary
goods and services. Although the extent of
merchandise and services available is fairly broad
(figure 5) the current variety does not fully meet the
needs. wants, and desires of the community. For
instance, studies done by the UMass Planning tudio
inti icare that clothes. hardware, and recreation
activities me provided only nominally by businesses in
the Center. Despite these apparent opportunities,
investors are attracted to starting up a businesses
outside the area more often rather than investing
within the community and building up a more vital
commerce from within. A prominent entrepreneur in
the community has recently started a specialty
business at the East Field Mall. about four miles east
of the community. because he believes the ability 10
gain profit in Mason Square Center is toO limited.
Furthermore, shoppers that visit the Center simply buy
their goods and hastily retreat. There is no attractive
place to gather, play, or converse; there is no unique
aurauion that animates the Center in any special way
and to make it a vita! enjoyable place to work, live.
shop, or relax. This can change if we respond to the
need for a major recreation resource that attracts
participants, shoppers. and visitors who will contribute
to the economy of the Center. A recreation magnet
will attract entrepreneurs but enterprises in the Center
of Mason Square will most likely not be large
commercial establishments or heavy industries that
once supported the community. Rather, the future
would probably be a broad mix of small- to medium-
)
size commercial, office, and residential complexes
supporting the local citizens. Overall, the market
represents three groups: the primary one is the 25,000
local residents: the second is the 5,O()()students at the
local colleges, and the third is the people in the 35,000
cars that pass through Mason Square each day.
1.4 MASON S~UARE: TilE URBAN VILLAGE
OF SPRINGFIEI.D
Herbert Gans, in his book The Urban Villagers,
describes an urban village us it group of neighborhoods
that are distinguished socially and physically from the
surrounding urban context. For instance, b fort! being
demolished in the 1950s by insensitive political
actions. Boston's West End was a vital community
with a rich heritage of European, African, and Puerto
Rican immigrants. The topography of Boston's urban
landscape also established the West End. Below the
crest of Beacon Hill, an area called "Back of the Hill"
once housed servants who supported she wealthy
residents of the Hill. At the bottom of the Ilill was the
West End and from the 1956 planner's point of view it
should be destroyed. .
Mason Square, in like manner, is a group of
neighborhoods socially and physically distinct from
their surrounding urban context, yet integral to [he
economic vigor and social vitality of Spr ingfield.
Historically the urban village of Mason Square was
called the Highland Community, distinguished by the
extensive elevated plateau that separates it from the
rest of the cit y. For most of this century the center.
called Winchester Square (the same area we today call
Mason Square Center), was an area supported by a
vigorous mixed use core. Once a center of
manufacturing, Winchester Square supplied thousands
of jobs to the people who lived in the Highland
)
Community and sustained the surrounding
neighborhoods with all necessary goods and services
(figure 6). The residents, visitors. workers, teachers
and students of the community were supported also by
the wide range of open space : resources-
neighborhood streets, Lake Massasoit, Blunt Park.
many cemeteries, and a scattering of playgrounds and
parks. The Highland Community was a self-sufficient
urban landscape defined by the physical base of its
landform, the cultural milieu of mixed use activities,
and the biotic system of neighborhood tree-lined
streets.
Defined by the ancient landform, the community still
has a rich pauern of open space resources and vital
neighborhood streets that sustain the people who live
in the community. it has a mixed use Center, although
it is diminished and not vigorous enough to support the
twenty-five thousand people who live in the
surrounding neighborhoods. Unemployment is very
high, ranging from twenty- five to forty percent of the
citizens without work. This is a pivotal failure of
urban America. Despite its problems the community,
having regained some of its economic vigor and social
vitality, is pulsing with human activity and full of
potential. The community pursues expanded
opportunities for the people who live, work, shop,
invest, visit, teach, and learn in the urban villnge.
Mason Square today is a vital community struggling 10
reestablish and maintain a sustainable Center. The
central question in neighborhood urban design is:
How are we 10 achieve a mixed use urhan village'!
1,5 THE SYSTEMATIC DECLINE OF
TilE CENTER
In the 193()s and 40s the vitality of the neighborhood
center had reached its peak. The density or huilding
mass shown in a photograph or the period underlines a
6
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The core of Mason Square has rotted away.
Today vital mixed-use activities-working,
dwelling, shopping-take place on the fringe
of the center. About ten acres of land is
currently vacant or ullderutilizcd.
- YJ\L,N-fr
HOlY CAN WE ACHIEVE A VITAL
MIXED USE NEIGJlBORHOOD
CENTER?
7
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Figure 6
URBAN VILLAGE CENTER
.'
The Urban Village Center is the spiritual core
of the community, sustained by historical
icons-the Old Fire station, Indian Motorcycle
Building, the Old Knox Motor Building.
Earlier this century, the Center was a viral
neighborhood core with nearly fifty businesses
that supported the surrounding community.
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Early photographs of the Center show a dense
mixed use settlement geared to serving
pedestrians; three and four story bu ildings
along the streets for window shoppers and
groves of trees for shade and she he r.
trow CA,"" lVE ACHiEv'E A ViTAL
MIXED USE NEIGHBORHOOD
CENTER?
NEIGflBORflOOD
ACTIV IT! E5--1920r
The Center .or Mason Square In 1921.
Compare this historical image to physical reality of the Center today (figure 5).
Viewing the pedestrian as central to the economic vitality of Mason Square
Center, this historical image is a model that should guide policy making, and
investment decisions regarding the location of future building development. New
development should ruu use Mid Town Plaza as a model-it's large parking 101 is
offensive to pedestrians, giving little reason for residents and visitors to shop, eat,
play, rest, and talk in the Center of Mason Square.
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)mixed use spatial structure that symbolizes the power
of a vigorous neighborhood (figure 6). The initial
blow to the community was the loss of major
employers in manufacturing who sustained many
families in the surrounding neighborhoods. This loss
was followed by social bombs that have destroyed the
urban fabric of streets in the Center of Mason Square.
Racially biased planning policies promoted by
insensitive political action had turned the friendly
nature of State Street into a high speed throughway
that only advanced the decline of the Center.
Buildings were torn down in some of the worst
examples of the type of 1960s renewal. Zoning
changed to promote suburban trip development that
has I~ftMason Square Center a vacuous disaster area.
The pithy urban structure, that was once Springfield's
second largest shopping area, has been reduced 10 a
hollow suburban landscape at best, and a lunar no-
man's land at its worst.
In the 195()s the one way road system was built,
bisecting the Urban Village into two. Slate Street
became a high-speed divider, CUlling the community
in two parts, rather than the vital seam that once joined
the community. The width of the roadway increased
from about forty feet to fifty feet, and a wide median
strip and/or guardrail separated fast traffic. Zoning
policy supported, and continue to support the HState
Street Community Divider." The current zoning
objective unfortunately continues to maintain State
Street as a "highway thoroughfare" that sustains high-
speed drivers that zoom along State Street. Present
zoning also demands large parking areas with
excessively low building lot coverage, such as Mid
Town Plaza. Parking regulations require that building
owners provide parking on the same lots as the
building served. Should new development continue to
follow current zoning policy, Mason Square will
become a suburban strip development. This is an
)
unacceptable direction because it fails to support the
movement of locai neighborhood and visiting
pedestrians, and it is these people who are central to
the economic and ccmmunity development of the
Center as a mixed use urban village.
1.6 POLICY PROPOSAL;
ZONING CHANGES TO SUPPORT A RETURN
TO A MIXED USE CENTER OF MASON
SQUARE
To return to a mixed use neighborhood core in Ihe
urban village, businesses, offices, and open spaces
need the support of a pedestriai environment that
makes the Center of Mason Square attractive to
Shoppers seeking goods and services, workers
gaining economic support, players engaging in high
and low energy sports, strollers finding refuge, and
investors seeking profit. Zoning policy must be
changed to encourage new development Ihat is
pedestrian in scale, such 3S t:gh~ building densities
of three 10 four stories high with shallow setbacks
from the street, New zoning regulurions should
also guide developers to put the car in its place-
behind structures on lots shared by nearby
buildings-placing building fronts on the sidewalks
to attract window shoppers on foot. Also plant
masses of shade Irees along the walkways recalling
the historic role trees once played on Slate St reet in
keeping the scale human.
1.7 TilE URBAN ECOLOGY OF MASON
SQUARE CENTER:
SPATIAL STRUCTURE. ClILTUI!AI. MILlEtI.
DIOTIC SYSTEM
Mason Square Center is an urban system governed by
the ecology of the neighborhood and represented by
three interdependent processes: the spatial structure,
)
the cultural milieu, and the biotic system. Its spati ul
structure is physical and constitutes the roads,
sidewalks, buildings, parking lots, and vacant land that
defines the urban spaces that sustain or diminish
human activities. Its cultural milieu is the human
activities, political action, and investment decisions
that determine the physical structures and the quality
of life in Mason Square Center. The biotic community
of greatest signi [icance is the street trees and tree
masses which contribute 10 the qualiry of the
pedestrian comfort and seasonal aesthetics. Currently,
the urban ecology of Mason Square is failing to fully
achieve the human desires of shelter, economic
support, goods and services, recreation, education, and
profit. Shaped by the spatial structure, the cultural
milieu, and the biotic system, what are the ecological
opportunities for creating a vital mixed use urban
village?
j,;l TilE SPATIAL STRIJCTlIRE:
TilE EXPERIENCE OF WALKING TI-tROU(!1I
MASON SQUARE CENTER
Mason Square Center is a complex intersection and
convergence of diverse transportation corridors. State
Street, running east and west through the core, is a
major four-lane artery that carries 35,000 cars per day;
it serves as a throughway, connecting Downtown
Springfield to the outer reaches of the city and beyond.
To the West of the Center, Stale Street is an extremely
wide boulevard, lined with generous sidewalks,
planting strips, and dense three and four story
buildings. To the East of the Center, the scale of the
building mass is reduced greatly; the width of the
roadway, planting strip, and sidewalk is much less
than the boulevard street proportions to the West of
center. The tall brick factory facade of the Indian
Motorcycle Bui Iding and the Megan Building form a
"canyon," a dramatic gale way 10 the Center, creating a
~
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sense of arrival and exit. The experience of moving
from the "canyon" into the Center is a disquieting let
down, the dense urban edges disappear toward the
horizon, The land next to the street becomes a vacuous
no-man's land, alien to all who enter, particularly to
residents who move on foot (figures 7 and 8).
Wilbraham Road splits away from Stale Street on the
western edge of the Center. Although less traveled
than Stale Street, Wilbraham Road is quire busy,
serving the Old Hill neighborhood and connecting
onto Roosevelt Avenue. The abandoned railroad
corridor stretches nonh and south through the Center.
Alung the eu uern section of the railway is the Old
Knox Motor Company Building which is an under
utilized vast half mile long industrial complex that
extends to Springfield College and Lake Massasoit.
1.711' PROPOSAL:
ESTABLlSIIING PEDESTRIAN CORRJOORS.
GaTHERING SPACES, ANn (;ATFWAVS
ALONG PENSE BUILDING EDGES
The economic vigor and social vitality of the Mason
Square urban village is severely bruised by the current
spatial structure of the Center. The people who walk
through the Center to school, home, work, and shop
are exposed to a vacuous no-man's land, a treeless
moonscape buffeted by excessive wind and sun; and
the challenge of 35,000 cars a day that zoom along
Stare Street. If they want to buy a gallon of milk or a
new CD, they must walk the length of three football
fields through vast parking lots, confusing street
crossings, and vacant lands to purchase these common
goods. We propose to create sheltered sidewalks-
lIsinggreat trees and urban trellises-that establish
pedestrian corridors. gathering spaces, and
gateways along the proposed dense building edges
or Sallie Street and Wiloraham Road (figure 10, II,
12, and 13).
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1,72 TilE CULTURAL MILIEU:
ClJRRENT POLITICAL ACTION AND SOCIAL
DYNAMICS REGARDlN(J TilE OPEN SPACE
AND STATE STREET EDGE OF TilE NEW
MAGNETSCJlOOJ.
The new magnet school at the center of Mason Square
is a cauldron of political controversy. The focus of
debate is a four and it half acre parcel of land 011 the
State Street side of the Rebecca Johnson School,
where buildings have been torn down recently 10 make
way for open space for the school. There are two
factions seeking different uses for this land. The
residents and local developers of Mason Square
generally desire the return of commercial development
along State Street. On the other hand, the School
Board supports plans for an open space and recreation
area 10 provide for the needs of the elementary school.
Stale Street is the economic spine of the community
and recently has been the focus of major
improvements including a new roadway and it new
school. Nevertheless, interviews with residents
indicate th,u the community is skeptical about whether
the political action taken by city leaders is of benefit to
the communuy. Over the last forty years, rucially
biased political actions and policy decisions have
eroded, 10 an extent, the mixed use neighborhood
structure of Mason Square. Frank Buntin, Chair of the
McKnight Neighborhood Council gives a brief history
of the neighborhood center from his perspective:
"About forty years ago, Slate Street was the second
largest commercial area ill Springfield. The place
was I1I(J.Hlywhite, and full of activity: Iwo grocery
stores, department stores .... Theil lire 'while flight'
happened ill the fifties, ami State Street was made into
a one way system 10 gel people out (II 1011'11 as quickly
as possible. This killed business and wt!/ly the place
is hurting for jobs. YOIl can talk all YOIl wanl about
open space plans bill first you got 10 create job s. And
the» probably won'T happen here in Milson Square
JUSf down the road £I few miles there's going /() be a
new Waf-Marl, and maybe even a Big Y. That's where
everybody will shop. Why, even the new roadway
doesn't help milch. For instance, between Rutland Ave
and Federal Street, the center of Mason Square, you
can't make a left turn-s-businesses there lire stilt
suffering,"
In 1970, the COUTIS ruled that a school must he built
somewhere in Mason Square. The School Board
selected Magazine Park, the largest OP(!11 space in
McKnight, as the site for the new school. This
disturbed the people in Me Knight because they fd:,
and still feel, according to Mr. Buntin, that they do 1101
have many parks and playgrounds. The office of a
previous mayor responded by proposing to build the
school in the middle of Mason Square along Slate
Street. This move destroyed a series of shops and
businesses through eminent domain and thus
diminished the economic viability and the spatial
structure of the center of the are".
When a new mayor came to office, the new
administration recognized rhe community's desire to
return commercial development 10 the land along State
Street. So they compromised. The building designed
for Magazine Park simply was transplanted to the
State Street site but sited three hundred and fifty feet
away from the road. This action is viewed as going
from bad to worse as the building has ripped into the
residential homes and the neighborhood fabric of
McKnight. Furthermore, although the front of the
handsome post-modern building is facing Catherine
Street, to the South forty feet high blank walls of the
gymnasium face State Street. From Suue Street across
nearly rive acres of vacant land the school looks I ikc it
10
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windowless prison. This negative image affects nOI
only the school bUI the whole of Mason Square. As
designers of the urban landscape we seek creative
sul utions 10 these problems-policy decisions and
physical designs that would benefit the community
and visitors to the Center of Mason Square.
1.72P PROPOSAL:
DETERMINING TilE fUTURE Of MASON
SOlJARE
Damage has been done to the spatial structure and
neighborhood activities of the urban village over
the last forty years, but potential positive changes
arc afoot as we look ahead 10 the twenty-first
century. We propose new spatial structures, a vital
mixed land use of neighborhood activities, and a
supportive biotic system of tree-lined streets that
can evolve to renew and sustain the mixed land
uses in the Center. Current political actions and
social dynamics will determine the future activities
alld spatial structure of Mason Square Center.
The future alternative activities adjacent to the
schclOl-recreation magnet, commercial
development, or a mix of both-e-will affect the
spatial strategy of the entire urban village Center.
Chu pier 3 will explore design proposals for each of
these three alternatives. The central point is that
the pending political decision which will determine
the future activities at the school site will also affect
the pattern of development throughout the Center,
including the Old Fire Station Island, Buckingham
lIIuck, Mason Square Park, and Mid Town Plaza.
)
1.73 TilE BIOTIC SYSTEM:
STREET TREES; SIIELTER AND SUPPORT
fOR PEDESTRIANS .
The citizens of Mason Square have requested street
trees be returned 10 State Street and the Center. The
new plantings in Mason Square Park. a single row of
Maple trees spaced thirty feet apart fails to adequ.ue ly
contribute 10 the renewal of sl!ade trees for the
street-neither in terms of numbers of trees nor ill
spacing. We propose IwO major arboreal archetypes
for State Street and the Center: tile grid of the orchard
network and the random forest pattern. Mason
Square. evidenced by old photographs, once was
covered by closely planted great trees in the manner of
the nineteenth century. This is equivalent in planting
trees about Ig feet apart. In expansive urban
landscapes like Mason Square Center, trees are
healthy and spatially effective when they grow close
together so that their branches touch one anot her,
forming a leafy ceiling Iligh overhead and the pattern
of trunks lining wide comfortable sidewalks. The
great allees and forest masses designed by Olmsted,
such as the great tree-lined Emerald Necklace. the
urban street and park system in Boston, exhibits trees
in proper numbers and spatial arrangement. In a short
lime a connuunity of shade trees can give a sense of
human scale, enrich the urban selling and give identi ry
to the vast spaces in the Center of Mason Square.
!.73P PROPOSAl.:
A COMMUNITY OF TREES AS ORCIIAlW
GRID ANI) RANDOM FOREST PATTERN
Currently the biotic system of sheltering street trees in
Mason Square Center is altogether missing. In one
"rea, Mason Square Park, the widely spaced trees are
merely residential in scale, and neither contribute 10
the symbolism and meaning of urban center, nor
provide cool shade for the pedestrian. Furthermore.
small fruit trees and shrubs, as those planted on slime
)
stretches of the street, are too small and insignificant
for the urban scale when standing alone. This is
remedied by planting another layer of great trees
like Oak, Ash, Beech, Ginkgo, and Maple. Trees
that are about four inch caliper (about twenty feel
lall with a branch spread of about 8 feet) are the
most economical, and should be planted in multiple
rows along wide sections of State Sired. In the
urban selling the spacing of great trees-Ollks,
Maples, Sycamores, Hickories-should be a
maximum of fifteen feet in all directions 10 achieve
pedestrian scale corridors, gateways, and glllhcriug
spaces.
An alternative planting scheme 10 simulate aspects
of plant succession could be achieved by growing
numbers of fast growing Alders and slow growing
Oaks along the streets and in empty lots. Both the
Alders and Oaks are planted at Ihe same time, The
Alders, planted three feel ur more apart in random
pattern or on a grid, quickly establish vegerat ive
edges along Ihe street and help regain a deep urban
ecology that supports great trees. Alders fix
nitrogen into poor urban soil and create a healthy
micro climate for great trees. The Oaks, planted
about fifteen feet apart, can he smaller in size than
what is recommended in the first alternalive. After
three years the Alders arc thinned, making room
fur Ihe Oaks 10 nourish.
II
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CHAPTER 2
UIWAN OESICN PROPOSALS FORnm
NEIGIIIlOHIiOOD OF MASON SQUARE
This report presents the summary proposals of the
UMass Urban Design Team regarding the mixed land
uses and urban landscape improvemems that would
support the commercial vitality of State Street. the
recycled railroad corridor .IS a new pedestrian link that
connects neighborhood to neighborhood to college.
and the system of diverse open spaces supported by
revitalized neighborhood streets. II also explores in
more depth three alternative urban design proposals
revolving around the political controversy of the
Rebecca Johnson School. The impending decision on
the future land use of the open tract next to the school
affects the wholeness of the Center of Mason Square.
Whitt direction the land use takes will be one of ihe
following: (I. all school and community recreation or
(2. return to a commercial edge or (3. combination of
recreation and retail use.
2.1 OPEN SPACE SYSTEM AND
NEIGIlIIORIIOOO STREETS
Within the five neighborhoods of Mason Square-
Me Knight, Bay, Upper Hill. Old Hill •• md Six
Corners-is a historic open space system including
small parks. school playgrounds. sports fields, Blunt
Park. Oak Grove Cemetery. and Lake Massasoit that
has served the community, as well us some empty lots
that portend future opportuni ties. The community
open space is a system of urban landscape amenities
connected by a vital network of neighborhood streets.
Consider the streets as an integral pan of the open
space system. Every resident has the opportunity to
walk mil of their home and down a neighborhood
street to meet a friend ill a community park or
playground. Some neighborhood streets an: secured
)
by good sidewalks and trees, particularly areas in
McKnight and Upper Hill. However many streets,
mOSInotably in Old Hill and Six Corners, need more
trees to shelter pedestrians. We propose Ihal Ihe
neighborhood streets be refurbished with shade
Irees, especially in Old llill and Six Corners. For
example, Wainul Street can be made into a tree-
lined pedestrian amenity by planting great trees,
narrowing the width of the roadway, and
separating the sidewalk from the road with gentle
earthen berms. The pedestrian way along the
streets needs 10 be defincd as a system of common
and familiar open spaces giving comfort 10 all
residents as they move through the community to
work, to play, to learn, and 10 shop (figurc 2).
2.2 ARANDONED RAILIWAD cormmoH AS
A PIWESTRIAN WAY AND BIKE PATII
Crossing State Street at the heart of Mason Square is
ail abandoned railroad thai extends its linear reach to
the North connecting the neighborhoods of Bay and
McKnight with Upper •.Ii II, Old Hill. Springfield
College, and Lake Massasoit in the South, The
residents and the colleges desire to explore the future
of the old transportation relic. This is a chance not
only to provide a major landscupe amenity for the
neighborhoods but also presents an opportunity for the
Mason Square community and the colleges to initiate a
joint creative effort to achieve the pedestrian way and
bike path. Wc propose that the city Iransform the
railway inlo a peuesrrian corridor Ihat links Ihe
human activities and the open spaces of Mason
Square. For instance, a student ut Springfield
College could walk oul or her dorm room, head
north along the Old Raitroad 'Pedestrian Way and
contribute to Ihe economy of the Center by
stopping 10 buy food, new dut hcs, or a CD_ A
young resident living near Oak (~rovc Cemetery
)
could ride his bike to t he Rebecca Johnson SChool,
passing community gardens, playgrounds, and
orchards along t he way (figure 3).
2.3 STATE STREET SPINE MIXED I.ANJ) lJSES
The central axis of Milson Square is State Street. It is
a mixed use conunercial district that runs from east 10
west through the community 10 link downtown
Springfield with the western suburbs. The two-mile
spine tha: extends from Walnut Street to Roosevelt
A venue contained a mix. of goods, services, ami
multifamily homes. The Center deteriorated when the
neighborhood spine cruelly changed to a one-way
speedway moving commuters from downtown 10 Ihe
western suburbs. This was interpreted as "don't stop ill
this neighborhood." Fortunately. Stale Street has
undergone some improvements in recent years.
Except for a newly irnplemeuted two-way roadway
system that makes il more friendly for drivers to SIO(>
and shop within the community. there has been limited
investment in commercial establishments. However,
the improvements have nOI gone far enough. A simple
bUIsignificant request by the citizens is for shade trees
along the street. State Street has excellent sidewalks
and in many areas has wide planting strips. The
foundation is laid. The pedestrian environment of the
Stale Street spine needs quality improvements in order
to sustain the economic development of ;1 renewed
mixed use district that supports the people who walk to
shops. schools. work, and home. We propose
improvements in Ihe urban design and community
tandscape of the State Street spine by planling
clusters of great trees along Ihe entire length of Ihe
roadway and building urban trellises at significant
points thaI provide gateways, enclosed sheltered
sidewalks, and gathering spaces for pedestrians.
Furthermore, Ihe MSDC and the LJM<tss Urban
Design Team have identified some special Iloints
along State Street thai afford opportunities tu
12
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Figure 7
URBAN VILLAGE CENTER
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Today the Center lacks economic power.
Figure-ground diagrams of the State Street
underline the bole' thai exists in the heart of
the community.
The Urban Design Studio proposed
mixed use building infill and design
strategies for pedestrian comfort that
would sustain this Urban Village Center
into the twenty-first century.
HOW CAN WE ACHIEVE A VITAL
MIXED USE NEIGHBORHOOD
CENTER?
ntawinl b)': Bob tfruby.
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Figure 8
LINE OF
EXPERIENCE
As we walk from the
'Canyon' into the core of
Mason Squ are we are
disturbed by an out of scale
transformation. A dense
urban structure once
friendly 10 pedestrians has
rapidly evolved into a
vacuous no-man's land.
Auto-scale suburban strip
mal! developments, vacant
land, and parking lots have
made it difficult for
pedestrians to walk to shops,
schools and offices.
(I) High masonry walls of the
Indian Motorcycle Building and
the Megan Building arc set
immediately against the street,
sheltering pedestrians and allowing
for window shopping. (2) As we
walk past the Megan Building, she
great urban wall diminishes on the
right side. The building edge is
reduced from four stories to one;
also the building is set back from
the sneer about fifty feet and filled
in with parking. (3) Beyond the
Indian Motorcycle Building, we
arc exposed 10 a vast 'urban
desert', To our left, is the Old Fire
Station silting isolated nlong wuh a
150 car parking lot. and 10 our
right. lie the: wastelands in front of
the school. Mid Town Plaza. wuh
its low profile and huge paning
101, confuses us-is uus an urban
village center or a suburban strip
mall? (4) As we stand ar the
imersecuon of Catherine SIrCCI and
State Street, we are bewilde.ed by
a vast scaled and direcuonless
iruersecdon.
14
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improve the quality of the urban landscape, such as
the KFC Block.
• Nearly the entire KFC Block is owned by one
individual. The Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant
sirs on the western corner of the block along State
Street, providing a needed service and is financially
healthy. Although the remainder of the block is
largely vacant, this represents nOI only a investment
opportunity in the community bUI a chance 10 correct
und reverse some recent failures in urban design. We
propose that a new mixed use structure sit adjacent
to the street sidewalk with adequate parking placed
behind the building. The purpose is to make the
new structure a pa i of the fabric of the street
activities and not to make a suburban strip
development. Residents and visitors are
encouraged to seek goods and services along State
Street as they move through a gently meandering
sidewalk and pass small gathering places sheltered
by trellises and low earth mounds (figure 4).
2." The Center or Mason Square
AI the hean of the community, where the State Street
Spine and the Railroad Corridor intersect, is the Center
or Mason Square. This focal area serves as the
physical and spiritual core of the community.
ldenrified by three historical icons-the Indian
Motorcycle Building, the Old Fire Station, and Mason
Square Park-the Center of Mason Square alone lime
nOI only provided goods and services for the
surrounding neighborhoods bUI was the center for jobs
in manufacturing. NOI only have factory workers
disappeared bUI the city heaped insult upon loss by
engaging in the now infamous urban renewal practices
of the 1960s. Schools, factories, and shops were lorn
down and the urban fabric of the Center was ripped
apart by negative political actions and regressive social
dynamics. About ten acres of land in the Center lies
empty awaiting enlightened political decisions and
investment opportunities in development (figure 5).
Allhough current decision making revolves around
land adjacent 10 the Rebecca Johnson School building,
the renewed economic vitality of the Center is
dependent on the holistic integration of us pans
including:
• Rebecca Johnson School • Buckingham Block
• Old Fire Station "Island" • Mason Square Park
• Mid Town Plaza
• REIIECCA JOIINSON sc 1I00t. is a new magnet
school in the center of the community that will serve
students grades K through 8. Twenty percent of the
children will come from Mason Square neighborhoods
and eighty percent from the surrounding districts. The
new school will generate a wealth of activities around
the Center when the school opens in the Fall of 1993.
Unfortunately, poor planning decisions and political
dynamics have resulted in controversy over the school
and the land il sits upon. First, eminent domain laking
of rhe land has destroyed the retail building edge along
State Street, Some community members want Ihal
land returned for commercial land use, whereas, the
school board sees the need for a student playground
and others see it shared for community recreation.
Furthermore, poor siting of the school budding has
placed the structure about five hundred feet from Stare
Street creating a vacuous open ureu of four-and-a half
acres, To add insult 10 injury, the blank massive walls
of the school look like a prison. Since this critical
site concerns the most difficult of decisions, we have
explored three alternative proposals:
One-A mixed use commercial edge on
State Street.
Two-An open space recreation magnet to
serve both school and community.
Three-A compromise mix of cunuuerciul
edge and recreation.
Chapter 3 expands Ihis inquiry to include the
consequences of each possibility based on divergent
and common interests of the contending parties.
• OLD FIRE STATION AND ITS n ISLAND" sits 111the
very he an and the sial ion is the landmark of Mason
Square. The Old Fire Station, although empty and
abandoned, remains a powerful historic icon much
valued by the people in the commuuity. Unfortunately
this handsomely derailed building is simply 100
isola led as it sits in the center of a vast dead space.
The area between the building and the abandoned
railroad tracks looks like a traffic island bel ween Suue
Street and Wilburham Road. A parking 101 serves the
residents living in the Indian Motorcycle Building.
The Mason Square Development Corporal ion has tried
unsuccessfully 10 genera Ie innovative ideas for
investment ill its use bUI our studies show Ihat any
successful development of the Old Fire Station must
be keyed 10 creative development of the land-the
island-around it. The Old Fire Station is an isolated
object with no connections 10 other activit ies, and
therefore nOI auracuve 10 developers. We propose
that the parking lot between the Old Fire station
and Indian Motorcycle Building be removed and
replaced by a linear building Tile mixed use
structure would sit along the edge of State Street
and an inviting pedestrian plaza would face Ihe
sunny south side of Wilburham Road. The current
users of the existing parking lot 011 the island would
shift location only a few hundred feet away to the
proposed new tree-lined parking lot in the rear of
the expanded Buckingham Block (see ahead). A
vine covered trellis and hundreds or trees would be
planted around the edges of the island to establish a
park and a sheltered pedestrian walkway between
the Indian Motorcycle nuil(ling and t he Old Fire
Station. Seeking investors in the Old Fire Station
as all isolated building IIlIS Iuilcd, It will he more
15
)attractive to investors when it is considered as not
only connected to the island but, also integral 10 the
whole range of mixed land use activities in Ihe
Center of Mason Square (figures IH, 29, and 33).
• BUCKINGIIAM BLOCK is a large vacant 101that sirs
across from Fire Station Island on Wilburham Road
and is the former site of the Buckingham Junior High
School. Several years ago, investors had made: plans
for a commercial development on the site, but the
economic environment failed 10 support ir. Today ihe
land is vacant. The city and MSDC have been trying
10 develop this important IraCI in the Center of Mason
Square. This is one of rhe key parcels of land in the
urban village. We propose that the city have a
three-part spatial strategy for the BUCkingham
Illock. First, remove Colton Street between Union
Street and Wilbraham Road, connecting the
Buckingham Block to the Skolar Paint Building
property, thereby making an attractive, unified
piece of land connected 10 the Old Railroad
Pedestrian Way. Second, plant a grid or trees-an
urban orchard of Oak trees-as an early stage to
make an immediate improvement in the present
derelict area. The purpose is to make the site more
attractive for future development along Wilbrahllm
Road. This objective can be achieved by
establishing a grove of great trees thai secure
comfortable sidewalks for pedestrians and building
a large municipal parking lot behind the urban oak
orchard 10 serve not only lhe residents in the
Indian Motorcycle lJuildinl,l but the entire Urban
Village Center. Third, sell the property to private
enterprise as soon as possible and require them to
build a new building that sits along the sidewalk of
Wilbraham Road. The trees in the urban oak
orchard that must be removed due to the
placement of the new building are to be planted
elsewhere ill Mason Square (figures 29, 31, and 33).
)
• MASON SQUAr~E PAR K is located at the point
where Wilbraham Road joins State Street. Recently.
Public Works has made roadway adjustments which
have dramaticull y improved the auromobi It: truffle
pattern in this area, changing it from a one-way system
10 a two-way system, This change also has brought
limited improvements 10 Mason Square Park. New
sod, a few trees, it war memorial monument, and light
fixtures were added. Even so the park fails 10 attract
people because il is merely a glorified traffic island
and isolated from the pedestrian edges of Slate Street
and Wilbraham Road (figure 32). We propose to
eliminate Ihis section of Wilbraham Road for the
purpose of expanding and cunnecrlng the park,
planted with 75 trees, to Ihe sidewalk adjacent to
the shopping complex. This will establish II
gathering space for citizens 10 pause, sit, converse
and to make Ihe front of the retail stores more
attractive 10 Shoppers (figures IH, 20, and 33).
~ ~.1:DTO\VN SiiOrPiN{. Pi..AZA, a single story
building bustling with shoppers, includes a grocery
store and a pharmacy. These are vitul shops Ihal
contribute 10 rue everyday goods of the community.
However, the environmental qua lity of Mid Town
Plaza evokes a suburban strip development. Like the
magnet school, the building is set back from Slate
Street and the entire side of the street is devoted 10 a
suburban parking 101, rather than the umeniries of a
pedesrriun urban village. Mason Square is not the
suburbs and Mid Town Plaza is nOI the model for the
future of Mason Square. A change in :toning policy is
required that puts buildings on the street edge in
the Center to promote simps on the sidewalk and
adequate parking behind the buildings. The urban
design team proposes t hat land along State Street
in front of Mid Town Plaza be returned III a vital
urban street edge: first, by Jllanlillg SO trees,;
second, adding a small attractive suhsidiary
)
commercial structure that sits along the sidewalk of
State Street ill fronl of the existing parking lot and
building. These changes would attract nut only Ihe
shopper who drives but the pedestrian who walks
10 Mid Town Plaza as well as support ing Ihe
economic activities of the mixed land uses in the
Center of Mason Square (figures JH, 31 and 35).
2,5 TilE ROLE OETJIE COLLEGES
Despite their physical presence, the colleges have an
isolated self-sufficiency with lillie economic and
social connection 10 the community. The Colleges
lend 10 have a fortress mentality as the students and
staff rarely venture outside into the neighborhood to
engage the goods and services available il! i!s door
step. This is clearly percei ved negatively by their
African American neighbors. The Mason Square
community is seeking ways in which the three colleges
can playa more positive, integrative economic roll:: in
support of mixed land uses all State Street. Currently
the American International College shares a parking
101 with the community on the corner of Concord
Terrace and Slate Street. This is the beginning
connection bel ween the community and the college.
However, there is a moral and economic need to share
more than just a parking 101. We support Ihe efforts
of the City 10 c1use Concord Terrace, a short hluck
between State Street and Wilbraham Road. This is
an opportunity to weave a crucial thread in lite
urban fahric thaI would establish a pedestrian
amenity thai not only connects AIC and Ihe Martin
Luther King Center but with Ihe community as a
whole. Therefore, here is exciting opportunij y to
replace the road with a vital pedestrian way and
tree-sheltered park that invites residents, students,
and teachers 10 walk and engage in the passive
activities of Ihe new Concord Terrace Pa rk.
(ligures II, 13, and IS) .
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Figure 9
DESIGN RESPONSES FOR FUTURE NEIGHBORHOOD ACTIVITIES
DETERMINED BY PENDING POLITICAL ACTION.
WHAT ACI1VITIES wui, SUPPORT 11fE lAND IN FRONl" OF TIlE REBECCA JOHNSON SCHOOL'
HOW WlLL CURRENT
POLITICAL ACTION
AFFECT NEIGHBORHOOD
ACTlVITIES OF MASON
SQUARE?
NEIGHBORHOOD
PLAZA
large rillheMg space for
village sale CYClIIS
2. MIXED USE COMPLEX
MAJOR COMMERCIAL
ATTRACTION
grocery sere
snulkr rewl shops
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WILBRAHAM ROAD
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shop work live
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STHATEGIC DESIGN-A RESPONSES
SIIAPED BY PENDING POLITICAL ACTION
3.0 TIIREE AI.TERNATIVE OESIGN
STRATEGIES Fon MASON S~UARE CENTER
The environmental quality of Mason Square Center
will significantly change in the next few years. Today
about ten acres of land is vacant or underdeveloped.
awaiting public and private initiatives that will return
Mason Square Center to a vital mixed use
neighborhood. The key development to affect the
sputial structure of The Center will occur on four-and-
one-half acres of vacant land beside the Rebecca
Johnson School. Based on the direction of the
pending political decisions the future activities and
sp'lIial structures on this land will greatly influence the
environmental quality of the whole neighborhood
system of Mason Square Urban Village.
Consequently, the Urban Design Team proposes three
alternative design strategy for the land beside the
Rebecca Johnson School along Staie Street.
The first alternative proposal returns commercial and
otf'ice development along State Street. sustaining the
community's desire to return shops eliminated by
eminent domain. The second alternative is the
development of open space recreation on the land with
ball courts, ball fields. a large green common space,
and ,III entry plaza, first to meet the functional
requirements of the elementary school and secondly,
hut of equal importance, to provide a major recreation
resource for the entire community, a beautiful place
that attracts people, animates the Center. and supports
the economic activity of the retail shops and
restaurants, The third alternative is a compromise that
combines parts of alternatives one and two, a mixture
or small shops and offices, combined with open space
fields, ball courts, and a plaza. Whatever political
)
action and investment decision is made for the school
site, each of the three 'alternative design strategies
responds 10 the future activities of the Center as a
system. forming a symbiotic relationship with the
whole urban village (Figure 9). Each design
alternative-one, two. and three-recognizes that the
surrounding private properties and public landscapes
must be developed, 1I0t as isolated projects. but in
response to the spatial. economic, and cultural
integration of Mason Square.
We propose to:
• Build a structure that connects the isolated Old
Fire Station 10 the Indian Motorcycle Uuildint,:.
This will make the two historic structures more
attractive for investors.
• Develop a mixed use building on the 8uckingham
Block that is sited along tile sidewalk of Wilbraham
Road with parking behind the buildings, thus
establishing a vibrant pedestrian scale, a place
where walkers can window shop as they look for
guo(is and services in ihe new building.
• Improve the pedestrian quality and use of Mason
Square Park by closing Wilbraham Road in front
of the Mason Square Park Shopping Complex,
making room for a gathering space on II green
plaza. This diminishes the excessively broad width
of the street giving more space for the pedestrian
and making it easier to cross the st reel.
• Build smaller shops alOlI!: the sidewalk edges of
State Street in front of Mid Town Plaza to
eliminate this piece of strip development mid to
return the sidewalk 10 urban neighborhood
shoppers and visitors.
3.1 ALTERNATIVE ONE;
REESTAD!.ISIIING TilE COMMERCIAL EOGE
ALONG STATE STBEET,
If the land on State Street beside the Rebecca Johnson
School is to be redeveloped into a mixed lISI: building
)
edge then the Urban Design Team proposes that the
building be set directly adjacent to the sidewalk 011
State Street so that the pedestrians are able to engage
the marketing devices of window displays as they seek
out products and services in the Center. Besides
parallel street parking, there is behind the building a
car park with additional spaces for cars a few feet
away on Hayden Street. This alternative-returning
vital commercial development 10 State Street-s-is
desired by the conununiry and local developers. It is a
viable alternative because the school board has
received a waiver from the state regarding
requirements on the size of the elementary school
recreation area. Even in this scheme which favors the
maximum amount of commercial development. about
one-half of the 4.8 acres at the school will be required
as the minimum area for the school's recreation needs
(figure 10 and II).
3.2 ALTERNATIVE TWO;
RECREATION ON STATE STREET.
Studies from the UMass Regional Planning Team
have shown that many people from the community
seek much of their recreation needs outside of the
area. To invest in this need a new recreation magnet
on the site adjacent 10 the school would not only
provide a place for contemplative leisure. high energy
activities. and community gatherings. hut would
animate the Center of Mason Square. Named Mason
Square Fields this magnet of attraction would
contribute to and sustain commercial development in
the Center. The design proposal (figures 19. 20, 21
and 22) creates a new gateway from State Street 10 the
Rebecca Johnson School transforming it into a
positive image for the Center. A clock lower in the
entry plaza presents a new landmark for community.
School children would play in the recreation area
during the weekdays; visitors and residents from the
surrounding neighborhoods would come 10 play, talk.
I~
)rest, and contemplate in the late afternoons, evenings,
and weekends. Along State Street rows of great trees
and elegant linear trellises and fences secure players
inside Mason Square Field and shelter walkers moving
along the sidewalk. If (his recreation alternative is
developed, it is particularly important that the Old Fire
Station Island become a mixed use building along
State Street with a sun pocket park along Wilbraham
Road, Visitors to the recreation magnet would cross
the street at identifiable and secure cross walks to shop
along the new complex at the Old Fire Station lslund
(figures 12, 13 and 19).
3.J ALTERNATIVE TIIREE:
A COMlHNATION OF COMMERCE AND
RECREATION
The third alternative design strategy. a compromise
decision that combines both commercial and magnet
rcc reution, deserves special consideration. The
greatest benefit to the community is achieved if the
property is designed to accommodate the vital outdoor
needs of school children, establish a magnet for
recreation for the community. and restores a
significant piece of the destroyed commercial edge.
The city would sell to developers part of the property
facing State Streer-s-perhaps 50% to 75% of the linear
edge along the street and about fifty feet wide-
thereby returning a significant portion of the State
Street edge to iux-generuring private enterprise. There
is room for both land uses on the site if the buildings
arc narrow allowing for a large piece of the land
behind the shops to support Mason Square Fields, the
recreation magnet. To (he west of the commercial
building is a gateway and entry plaza that defines
access for both the school and the recreation area.
Th is compromise of a mix between shops and
recreation would be a healing solution 10 the land use
controversy. From our public presentation of this
)
proposal at Mason Square, there is indication that it is
possible to end the bitter controversy over the site.
This alternative provides the school with its needed
recreation space, and returns to the community a
significant portion of the commercial enterprise along
State Street (figures 14 and 15). This mixture of land
use activities brings people to the Center morning.
afternoon, and night as the broad range of recreation
activities also attract shoppers, visitors, and investors.
If necessary the recreation and commercial
development may be built in two phases, given the
needs of the School Board to secure the play fields
before the School opens in the Fall 1993. The
foliowing explores this compromise alternative,
demonstrating the need to develop Mason Square as
the Center of vital human activities in the urban
village.
• PHASE ONE
During the first phase. build a great recreation area
that supports the needs of Ihe school and Ihe
desires of the community (figure 17 and 1M).
School children play in The Fields during the day,
residents and visitors play and rest during the
evening hours and on weekends (figure 22). Mason
Square Fields therefore is a recreation magnet that
draws residents and visitors to Ihe urban village.
High energy courts, alive with ball players along
State Street, (figure 23) are a contrast 10 the
neighborhood plaza wit h its gentle activities or
reading, talking, or listening III a concert. lIuild
sidewalks, connecting the east end of the Center to
the west end, with a sheltered walkway I hat
benefits shoppers and visitors walking along the
street and children making their way to school
(figure 19). Construct a special gateway 10 Mason
Square Fields thai invites the children and Ihe
community to enter a great common green space,
full (If high-energy sports, a gentle neighborhood
)
plaza, and a vital mixed use building complex
(figure 20). A tree-lined pathway connects State
Street to the School and the forbidding blank walls
are made inviting by the addition of vine-covered
trellises, gateways and trees (figure 21). Investors
would be attracted to the Center 10 serve
recreationists that play and rest in The Fields.
Between the proposed commercial building and the
school are four hard courts that sustain basketball
or tennis. All courts can be flooded in the winter
time for ice skating. i\ large common green space
surrounded by trees makes a place to gllt her for
large eveuts=-a soccer g••me, midge; foothull, an
open-air market, or a concert. Parking for the staff
of The Rebecca Johnson School is concentrated 011
a hard surface a•.ea that is used for tennis during
off school hours, i\ softball field animates the land
between the school building and the Old Railroad
Pedestrian Wny(-ligure 21).
• PIIASETwo
The second phase for Mason Square Fields occurs
whcn t he city sells a piece of land along State St reel
to developers. During this stage, a commercial
structure along the street is built adjacent to the
wide sidewalk sheltered by a great canopy of Oak
and Ash trees. The mixed use building, three
stories high, with about 50,000 square feet of space
(roughly three limes the size of the Old Fire
Station) sustains vital mixed use merchandise and
services for Ihe residents and visitors in thc street.
The building would be served by pathways through
The Fields that connect to a parking lot hetween
Hayden Street and the Old Railroad Pedestrtan
Way (figure 24). Directly west of Ihe shOI)S is the
plaza with activities thai support the recreation
users of The Fields including an indoor-outdoor
theater for concerts, plays, movies, and community
gal herings (figure 24 and 25).
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)CHAPTER 4
SlJMMAI{Y CONCLUSION:
TOWARDS A VITAL MIXED USE
UIUIAN VILLAGE
4.1 UllMAN GOAl" PQUCY OBJECTIVES,
AND PESH,N CRITERIA
Mason Square is a vital community of about 25,O()O
people who live in five neighborhoods, work in 350
bu sinesses, teach and learn in local schools and
colleges. The spatial structure of Mason Square is a
distinguished urban neighborhood form, even though
severely frayed at th Center. The core is a vast
"urban desert" Ten acres of land are a void, brought
on first by the closing of the old mills and then by
racially biased political action and policy decisions.
The urban structure does not support the full range of
human activities of a mixed use urban village.
Physically the outer edges of the neighborhoods are
secured by a steep landform and significant open space
resources, including Blunt Park and Oak Grove
Cemetery to the north, Lake Massasoit 10 the south,
and Springfield Cemetery to the west. State Street is
the spine of Mason Sq uare connecting, from east to
west. a diminished mixed use linear commercial
district that joins the two halves of the community.
Crossing State Street at the Center, the old abandoned
railway spreads its linear reach north and south
through the community presenting a new opponunity
for the colleges and the community to join forces to
ere ate a new urban amenity for town and gown. The
human goul that underlines these proposals is to
support and sustain the people of Mason Square, the
urban villagers, with unique, comfortable and secure
places to live, work, shop, rest, play, teach, learn, and
invest. The city and community should adopt the
pol icy objectives and physical design criteria that
would restore the vitality of a mixed use Center and
)
/
the spine of State Srreeufigure 16). This report is a
series of policy and urban neighborhood design
proposals to restore and strengthen the urban village of
Mason Square.
4.2 SUMMARY Of SPECIfIC PROPOSALS
FOR MASON SQJJAHE
Specific proposals identifying community sites
needing major improvements in order 10 achieve a
viable mixed use of the urban village include:
-The Sture Street Spine designed as a beautiful
pedestrian way defined by a planting great trees that
serve mixed land uses and human activities.
-The OI)Cn Space System that provides a full range
of recreation activities for the community including
the neighborhood streets and sidewalk restored as the
shade tree-lined communication links for locals and
visitors.
·A Zoning Overlay District, a critical policy
change, blankets the length of State Street and the
Center of Mason Square along Wilbraham Road. This
policy requires the placement of buildings wi th store
windows directly along the sidewalks to attract
window shoppers and auto parking lots only behind
building.
'A Street Planting of Shade Trees throughout the
community with emphasis on great trees for State
Street, the Center of Mason Square, and the
neighborhood streets
-Mason Square Fields, the compromise proposal of
a new recreation magnet and a significant, if partial,
)
.•.
return of commercial shops along State Street on the
land beside the Rebecca Johnson School.
·Old Fire Station and its Island is given new life
with a new building and plaza that connects the Old
Fire Station with the Indian Motorcycle Building.
·Buckingham llJock is enlarged by removing Colton
Street and connecting it to tl e Old Railroad Pedestrian
Way and the Skolar Paint Building. A three story
building sits next to the sidewalk on Wilbraham Road
with generous parking for autos behind the structure.
-Mason Square Park is expanded 10 include the
closed section of Wilbraham Road to connect to the
,'~!juC~!HShopping Complex.
-Mid Town Plaza adds a building to State Street to
correct the undesirable strip development image.
-The Old Abandoned Railroud is recycled into a
pedestrian corridor and bicycle way.
-The KFC Block builds a three story mixed LIse
structure sitting next to the sidewalk contributing 10
the urban fabric of State Street.
-Concord Terrace is closed as a vehicular way and
transformed into it pedestrian green plaza connecting
the Center to Ale.
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Figure 10
ALTERNATIVE
ONE CONCEPT
MIXED USE COMMERCIAL
DUILDING EDGE ON STATE
STREET AT REDECCA
JOHNSON SCHOOL
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Figure 12
ALTERNATIVE
2J
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Figure l3
ALTERNATIVE TWO
RECREATION MAGNET
This proposal secures Ii neighborhood Open
space wilh some addilional parkillg ill frolll 01
Ihe school. Across Ihe slreet, on Ihe Old Fire
iilalion Island is propOsed II large mixed USe
plaza wilh a sunpockel plaza behind. The
Buckingham site would be fully developed
along Wilbraham Rd. wilh parking in Ihe rear.
Trli(fic on Wilbraham Rd. would be reduced
lilong Mason Square Par-k, and secure edge>
would be eSlabiished along Siale SIred. l'h<
Mid·lown Piau would have ,;uhsi"jary ,Ii"I_
::t Illn f: f111~ . r ' s , a" I I II:
•...-'.
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Figure 14ALTERNATIVE '
THREE CONCEPT ~r
A MIXTURE OF COMMERCIAL I;" \ "/
DEVELOPMENT, AND A all
COMMUNITY RECREATION ~
MAGNET WITH A GATEWAY TO . ~ ---..
REBECCA JOHNSON SCHOOL ON
STATE STREET
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Two smaller commercial struclures are
proposed 10 be connected by a Iransparenl
fence-wall Ihal would secure a· small recr eat iun
area and parking shared by Ihe school and
community. Across Ihe street a mixed use
complex would sheller a sun pocket plaza.
Addilional noors are proposed 10 be added 10
the Mason Square Park Shop ping Complex
wilh parking in fronl. Across State Street, a
subsidiary mixed use building com plex is
proposed 10 attract shoppers.'0LD ~.'on~b =tl, COIJ CIQ _~_,~
--------··-n-ffTf),'
Ouila Idapltd from: Kim Erslrvf Chris Huntress;
RaiDu S.cbse
D
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THE NEIGHRORlfoon ACTIVITIES rue JII1MAN GOALS ARE EXPRESSIONS
~O~UPPORTEDBYTHEPEOPLE ~ ~ ~~~~:OODVALUESTHATSERVE
:~~k....?f--~~---7"'~~--------........::::."""x,--j~~:~ ~~
• SHOP ;.~. MERCHAND!SE/SERVICE
• VISIT ~ ~ • RECREATION
• LEARN ~ ~ • EDUCATION
• lNVEST ~ ~ • PROFIT
f
HO'V DO \VE ACHIEVE A VIABLE
~ MIXED-USE URBAN VILLAGE?
\
TIlE POUCY OB IECTTYES
DETERMINE ZONING, IMPROVE
REGULATIONS, AND STIMULATE
PRN ATE & PUB LIC ENTERPRISES
TO ACHIEVE TI-fE COMMUNITY
GOALS OF A MIXED-USE
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER.
• LOT COVERAGE
• BUILDING SET-BACK
• PARKING
)
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WHAT ARE THE SPATIAL STRUCfURES,
POLmCAL ACTIONS, POLICY AND
INNVESTMEt'lT DECiSIONS nfAT SUPPORT
TI-fE URBAN VILLAGERS?
THE PROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA
ESTABLISH PEDESTRIAN SCALE .
GATHERING SPACES. CORRIDORS,
AND GATEWA YS THAT INCREASE
THE ECONOMIC VIGOR AND SOCIAL
VITALITY OFTHE COMMUNITY.
• DENSITY & LOCATION OF BLDG .
• WIDTH & LOCATION OF SIDEWALK
, LOCATION OF PARKlNG
fligurc 16
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4.) CONCLUSION: MASON SQUARE AS
lJI\DAN ViLLAGE
We can achieve a vital mixed use urban village by
finding creative solutions to enhance Mason Square
through innovative policy objectives and
imaginative design criteria that sustain the vital
human activities of the community. Human goals
arc expressions of neighborhood values thai serve
human needs, wants, and desires of the community:
shelter, work, economic support, education,
recreation, merchandise, service, investment and
profit. The human goals and neighborhood
activities are supported by spatial structures-
buildings, streets, sidewalks, plazas, neighborhood
parks, playgrounds, and, parking lots-of the
urban village, Policy and investment decisions
shape the physical location, size, and patterns of the
spat ial structures. Innovative policy objectives and
imaginative design criteria are necessary 10 sustain
the Urban Yillage,
We can regain the spiritual meaning of the Center
of Mason Square by adopting a zoning policy and
investment strategy that supports a distinctive
place-mixed land uses of Ihe urban village. The
Center is the place to shop, rest, and play for Ihe
25,1100 residents in the neighborhoods, lhe 5,0110
students in the colleges, and the 35,000 visitors a
day in cars that pass through Mason Square. A
viable mixed use urban village is achieved through
design criteria that supports and celebrates the
person on the street-street Irees that respond 10
the season and screen the sun, commercial
buildings along the sidewalk thai encourage
pedest rians, and long vine-covered trellis that
establish space for the urban villagers to partake in
the sensuous movement through the dynamic
Center of Mason Square.
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MASON SQUARE FIELDS
REBECCA JOHNSON SCHOOL AND
NEIGIIBORHOOD PLAZA
Today, Ihe land along Slate Street is
pending a controversial political
decision: Will it become commercial
development, or will it develop as open
space for the school and community?
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/' • BUILD SPORTS FIELDS AND COVRTS
/' THAT ARE SATURATED WITH PEOPLE
S
DAY AND NIGHT, PLAYING HIGH ENER'GY
./ PORTS
~~tb~
~ .:J¢' ~ ~
-c: 1~ i!Q'
.& £,"Y' ~
Q
I • BlJ1LD A PARKING LOT BEHIND
J THE FISH MARKET, OFF
HAYDEN ST. TO SERVE NEARBY
8USINESSES
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~
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~ .ANACTWE
/ \ NEIGHBORHOOD OF MIXED
LAND USES
IS SUPPORTED BY
PEDESTRIAN FRTENDLY
TREE-LINED SIDEWALKS
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)Figure 19
MASON SQUARE FIELDS
REBECCA JOHNSON SCHOOL &
NEIGHBORHOOD PLAZA
ALONG STATE STREET
Walking on the north side of State Street,
between the Old Fire Station and the Indian
Motorcycle Building, pedestrians are
Challenged by cars, and exposed to sun and
wind in an unfriendly environment.
We propose wide, sheltered boulevard
sidewalks for pedestrians. Across the
street at the Old Fire Station Island, we
propose a new b uild ing to provide
services and products for Ihe
neighborhoods.
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Figure 20
MASON SQUARE FIELDS
REBECCA JOHNSON SCHOOL
A COMMUNITY GATEWAY
-.; •••. .! -
The School looks like a prison from Stare
Street: forty-foot blank walls confront visitors.
students. teachers, and residents who approach
the school.
A gateway Is proposed into Mason
Squa e Fields 10 welcome the entire
community, and visitors to Mason
Square. St udents and teachers are given
an opportunity to take a pleasant waik to
school, unhassled by cars and trucks,
The gateway and trellis fence beckons
shoppers and visitors who are greeted by
a vibrant common space that invites
celebration, activity, and commerce
-a place to sing gospel, ny a kite, or
buy an Ice cream cone.
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RECREATION MAGNET
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Between the Neighborhood Plaza on State
Street and the school building is an expansive
piece of land-about three acres that could
sustain activities that support both the school
and the neighborhood.
. " ":, .•.~.
We propose an area alive with both
high-energy sports, and more gentle
activities. To the right, an open green
space for ball playing, and to the left a
sunken liard surrace area for basketball
courts that could be nooded in the
winter for ice skating. Straight ahead,
along the allee of trees is a gateway to
the school. The whole area would be
alive with people day and night.
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)Figure 22
MASON SQUARE FIELDS
REBECCA JOHNSON SCHOOL AND
THE RECREATION MAGNET
FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD
A COMMUNITY SPACE
PLA Y • SHOP· LEARN. TEACH.
PHASE ONE:
Mason Square Fields would be a
community space. Children would play
in the fields during the school day, and
residents and visitors engage activities
during the evening, weekends, .and
holidays.
Attracted by the clock tower, one enters
the Neighborhood Plaza at the corner of
Slate Street and Catherine Street.
Basketball courts are placed due north
and east of this Plaza. The central green
space accommodates ball playing
activities. A hard surface play area
occupies the south east corner of the
school, with tennis courts surrounded by
an orchard of oaks. The north east
portion of the property supports a
softball field. A new automobile access
for the school staff enters from Hayden
Street over the Old Railroad to a
parking lot on a hard surface area south
east of the school. This daytime parking
space could be used for recreation for
the evenings.
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Figure 23
MASON SQUARE FIELDS
REBECCA JOHNSON SCHOOL AND
THE RECREATION MAGNET ron
THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Nearby DeBerry Park is over cr owdcd.
There is need for more recreation space
in the center of Mason Square.
PHASE ONE:
Next to State Street beyond a mighty
stand of oaks, and a tall trellis fence, a
string of basketball courts are proposed
which would animate the center with
high energy activity. In the winter, this
court could be flooded with water and
frozen for ice skaters to in vigorate
Urban Village Center during the cold
months.
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Figure 24
MASON SQUARE FIELDS
A MIXTURE OF COMMERCE AND
MAGNET RECREATION FOR THE
COMMUNITY SHARED WITH THE
REBECCA JOHNSON SCHOOL
A COMMUNITY SPACE
PLAY • SHOP • LEARN. TEACH.
PHASE TWO:
We propose Mason Square Fields to be
more that just a place to bounce a
basketball, it would be a place to learn
how to talk, to read, to paint, to sculpt;
a place to buy lunch or sing gospel, a
place to make profit selling goods and
refreshments to visitors, and for special
events at a weekly marketplace.
This plan is the same as the plan in
figure 22, except that a commercial
building replaces the basketball courts
and occupies half of the State Street
edge. An Ind oor-ourdoor theater
occupies the west end of the building
with retatt shops facing State Street, and
offices on the floors above. There
would be a symbiotic relationship
between the commercial enterprise in
the building, and the recreation
activities in the Mason Square Fields.
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Figure 2S
MASON SQUARE FIELDS
A MIXTURE OF COMMERCIAL AND
MAGNET RECREATION FOR THE
COMMUNITY SHARED WITH
REBECCA JOHNSON SCHOOL.
Mason Square suffers "market leakage".
Many residents leave the Urban Village
10 shop for goods and services.
PHASE TWO
On State Street, behind II mighty stand
of oaks and a delicate metal trellis
renee, we propose commercial building
that supports 'Shopping and recreation.
An Indoor-outdoor theater for concerts
and movies is designed at the end of a
structure, with connections to shops and
offices.
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Figure 26
STREET SYSTEM
ROADWAY & SIDEWALK
Recent improvemenls of State Street have
made driving through Mason Square easier.
However, the roadway improvements need to
be extended further by establishing sheltered
sidewalks and gathering spaces that support the
mixed uses of this Urban Village.
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NEIGHBORHOOD OF MIXED
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Figure 27
• CLOSE COl TON ST. FROM
MONROE ST. TO WILBRAHAM
RD .
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• REMOVE MEDIAN STRIP ON
, STATE STREET BETWEEN
,ct!: CATlIERINEST.AND;i;;:SANTST~,
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• PLANT 20,000 TREES Al.ONG
STATE ST. &WILURMIAM RD.
-FROM DOWNTOWN ALL TIlE
WAY THROUGH MASON SQR
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Figure 28
OLD FIRE STATION "ISLAND"
This area is the geographic center of the
community. It should support vital mixed uses,
not a dead park ing lot. The Old Fire Station is
isolated, and not attractive to investors. A
building to infill the area between the Indian
Motorcycle Building and the Old Fire Station is
needed to bring mixed land uses that would
animate the Center, and make investment on the
Old Fire Station attractive.
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Figure JOUUCKINGHAM BLOCK
One of the largest vacant lands in the
Center is seeking an investor.
Buckingham Block needs a significant
building that defines the sidewalk edge
or Wilbraham Road. Zoning regulations
need to be modified to require the new
buildings in the Center 10 set on the
sidewalk edge with windows attracting
pedestrians. Adequate parking would be
behind the building giving the Stale
Street edge to the pedestrian.
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• PLANT lHE ENTIRE BLOCK
WITH 400 TREES AS AN
INTERIM PLANTiNG MASS TO
STAGE FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT •
...........•........... AN ACTIVE
NEIGHBORHOOD OF MIXED
LAND USES.
Figure 31
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Figure 32MASON SQUARE PARK AND
SHOPPING COMPLEX
Mason Square Park is a public space, isolated by 35,000
cars a day that zoom along its edges. To the east of the
park is a difficult "H" intersection that makes driving,
and particularly walking a hazard. The vacuous no-
man's land does not support shopping or gathering.
WHAT CAN WE DO TO SECURE A MIXED
USE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT?
/ -:/
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............... .AN ACTIVE
NEIGHBORHOOD OF MIXED
LAND USES.
Figure 33
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Figure 34
MID TOWN PLAZA
The Megan Building is a good example of
pedestrian scale building mass and location that
sustains mixed uses and pedestrians. Parking is
behind and the four story building is located
along the street, open to the gaze of window
shoppers on the ground, with offices and
residents above.
=
Mid Town Plaza, on the other hand is a poor
example of a pedestrian scale shopping
environment. Its location relative to the street
totally ignores the vital economic role played
by the pedestrians along the street. A pedestrian
needs to walk 250 feet through a ninety-car
parking lot just 10 reach its front door.
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• ADO SO TREES TO THE WIDE
PLANTlNG STRIP ALONG STATE---.JRI l'::::====i~
ST. AND CATHERINE ST.,
CAREFULLY SPACEDTO
MAINT AIN VISIBILITY INTO
THE SHOPPING COMPLEX
FROM STATE ST.~-
• BUllD SUBSIDIARY SHOPS
ALONG STATE STREET TO
ATTRACT SHOPPERS INTO THE
COMPLEX., flJ
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ruE NEIGlIRORHOOO ACTI Y1TIES THE II!IMA N GO" I.S ARE EXPRESSIONS
ARE SUPPORTED BY THE PEOPLE ~ OF NEIGHBORHOOD VALUES THAT SERVE
WHO' ~ ~ IrSACITVfT1ES:' :~~?....1-~7---".y---.....>""- -------=-.'X~t :~~~~~
• SHOP ?~. MERCHANDISE/SER VICE
• VISIT ~ •. • RECREATION
• LEARN ~ •. • EDUCATION
• INVEST ..•• •. • PROFIT
\
~ HOW DO WE ACHIEVE A VIABLE
\ MIXED-USE URBAN VILLAGE?
1l£E POLICY OB IErrIVES
DETERMINE ZONING, IMPROVE
REGlJU. TIONS, AND STIMULATE
PRlVATE &: PUBLIC ENTERPRlSES
TO ACHIEVE THE COMMUNITY
GOALS OF A MIXED-USE
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER.
, LOT COVERAGE
, BUILDING SET·BACK
• PARKING
WHA T ARE THE SPATlAL STRUCTURES,
POLmCAL ACTIONS, POLICY AND
INNV ESTMENT DECISIONS mAT SUPPORT
THE UREAl', V[lLAGERS?
mE PROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA
ESTABLISH PEDESTRlAN SCALE
GATHERlNG SPACES, CORRIDORS,
AND GATEWA YS THAT INCREASE
TIfE ECONOMIC VIGOR AND SOCIAL
VITALfTY OF THE COMMUNITY,
, DENSITY &: LOCATION OF BLDG.
• WIDTH & LOCATION OF S!DEW ALK
• LOCA nON OF PARKING
)HUMAN GOAL
) )
Filu •..•~3'
TillS IS HOW WE ACHIEVE A VITAL MIXED IISE URBAN YfLLAGE BY ESTABI ISIDNG THESE HUMAN GOALS. PQUCY OBIECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA
STREET SYSTEM MASON SQUARE FIELDS OLD FIRESTATION
RO .• OWAV & SIDEWALK. REBECCA JOIINSON SCHOOL. "ISLAND"
COMFORTABLE, SECURE AND ACCESSIBLE PLACES TO WALK, DRIVE, AND GATHER.THE PEOPLE WIIO Sit or, REST, TEACH, LEARN, AND INVEST IN MASON SQUARE NEED
POLICY OBJECTIVES
BUCKlNGHAM BLOCK MASON SQUARE PARK MID·TOWN PLAZA
AND SHOPPING COMPLEX
• MAKE IT EASIER FOR
DRIVERS PASSING THROUGH
MASON SQR. TO PUlL OFF THE
ROAD TO SHOP.
• INCREASE PEDESTRIAN
coxrsoar, sscunrrv A}iO
ACCESSIBILlTV.
• MAKE MASON SQII..
ATTRACTIVE TO INVESTORS
ANDSHopnRS.
• USE TIlE LAND TO
.• CCOMD .•TE AWONDERAlL
PLACE TO PLAY " REST THAT
ATIRACTS THE RESIDENTS.
VISITORS AND INVESTORS TO
MASON SQR. CENTER.
• SECURE A COMFORT .• BLE
PEDESTRlilN WAU THAT
JOINS ONE END OF MASON SQR.
TOTHE OTHER.
• ESTABLISH SECURE
SIDEWALKS THAT SUPPORT
WALKERS MOVING no"!
CONCORD TERUCE TO TIlE
OLD FlREST ATION.
• DEVELOP THE PROPERTY AS
A UNlflEO MIXED USE
COMPLEX CONNECTED TO
'AINT BLDG. P~OPERTV. THE
OLD RR PEDESTRIAN
CORRIDOR AND OLD KNOX
MOTOR BLDG .
• FOR PEDESTRIANS CREATE
SAFER INTUSEcnON AND
SECURE GATHERING SPACES
fOR TlIEM.
• CREATE AN OVERLAY ZONING
DISTRICT TlIROUGHOlfT STATE
STREETTIIAT PUTS CARS IN
THEIR PLACE - BEHIND
BUILDINGS AND LEAVES THE
FRONT OF BUILDINGS FOR ON·
smser suomsc.
PHYSICAL CRITERIA • PLANT 10,004 TREES ALONG
STATE ST. &WILBRAHAM RD.
- fROM DOWNTOWN ALL TIlE
WAY THROUGH MASON SQR.
• CLOSE WILBRAHAM RD.
ALONG MASON SQUARE PARK
• RE·ALlGN CATHERINE ST. TO
AN ANGLE CLOSER TO!IG
DEGREES TO STATE ST.
• REMOVE MEDIAN STRIP ON
STATE STREET BETWEEN
CATIrERlNE ST. AND
Pl£.~S"'_"'lT ST.
• PLANT 500 TREES ALONG THI:
BLOCK OFF STATE ST. '"
CATHERINE ST.
• BllILD SPORTS nELDS AND
COURTS TO SATURATE WITH
PEOPL"E,DA ¥ AND NIGHT.
PLA \lNG HIGII ENERGY
SPORTS.
• ATrRACi CO;'~~RCiAt Ai'\lD
O~CEDEVELOPMENTALONG
STATE ST.
• PUNT ISOTREES AROUND
TIlE EDGES OF TIlE ISLAND.
• REMOVE. ARK! NG LOT AND
SHIFT USERS TO LOT ON
BUCKINGHAM BLOCK.
• flLL ISLAND WITH AN
I,.,.£RIM PLANTING Of TREES
TO STAGE fllTURE
DEVELOPMENT.
• PLANT THE ENTIR£ BLOCK
WITH 400 TR EES AS AN
INTERIM PLANTING MASS TO
STAGE FlIRTHER
DEVELOPMENT.
• flRST DEVELOP THE EASTERN
CORNER OF THE PROPERTY
ALONG STATE STREET WITH
PARKING LOT BEIIIND THE
BllILDING AWAY FROM TilE
STREET.
• CLOSE COLTON ST. FROM
MONROE ST. TO WILBRAHAM
RD.
• PLANT 75 TREES IN TIiEPARK.
• CLOSE WiLBR.AHA"! ROAD AND
CONNECT ITTO SIDEWALK
EDGES TO BUILD AN
ATTRACTIVE GATHERING
SPACE.
• ADD FLOORS OR EXTEND
COMMERCIAL BLDG. COMPLEX.
• ADD 5HR£ES TO TilE WIDE
PL~TING STRIP ALONG STATE
ST. AND CATHERINE ST.
CAREruLLY SPACE!) TO
MAINTAIN VISIBILITY INTO
THE SHOPPING COMPLEX
fROM SlATE ST.
• BUILD SUBSIDIARY SHOPS
ALONG STATESTRE£T TO
ATIRACT SHOPPERS INTO THE
COMPLEX.
